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FAIZ and GENERATION NEXT
By Nyla Daud
Late Wednesday afternoons are lightening times at Faiz Ghar, as, slowly but steadily a motley audience of under thirty
somethings begins to build up in the central hall. They come in, in ones and twos, in groups and as individuals, each with
a singular end in sight: a journey of exploration into the mind of the man Faiz Ahmed Faiz, poet, and thinker, intellectual
and ideologist who would have been exactly a hundred years old this year!
Warm heartedly feted on an amazing variety of platforms the world over in this, the year of his centennial, Faiz Ahmed
Faiz is today more of the people’s poet then perhaps even in his lifetime …because today a new generation has come to
own him. This is a generation growing up and in some cases even born after he had been returned to dust in a quiet
nook of a graveyard in Lahore’s Model Town many moons ago. Faiz and Generation Next is the new age mantra as
younger persons gear up to read between the lines of a literary heritage that has at the same time fascinated and
perplexed, challenged and provided cathartic relief to discerning minds for the major part of the last century. In
between humming the pick of popular quartets like ‘yeh dag dag ujala / yeh shab guzeeda seher’ and tuning into Tina
Sani’s lilting vocal renditions of ‘Bol key Lab Azad Hain’ or choreographing a Kathak number against the backdrop of
‘Hum dekhen gai’, Faiz readers today constitute a generation that draws its life’s breath in the ungravitating belief that
the poet who managed to encapsulate an entire era, an entire ideology into his verse, provides them with resolutions
that draw echoes in their own troubled sensitivity.
While senior citizens may still continue to inspire awe and respect in that they had had the honor of sitting in, in the
famous Faiz baithaks, live, their anecdotes of yore are no match for today’s literary gatherings where the dominant
mood is a much younger, more yearning receptivity. So it is that while memories of rubbing shoulders with Faiz are still
in great demand, it is Generation Next, the under forties and thirties, even university undergraduates who are clamoring
for his company with a marked sense of ownership.
A common enough explanation for this interest would be the simplistic, though highly misleading assumption, that Faiz
has been put to music so often and in such divine melodic formats that nobody, least of all the cool classes can fight off
the resounding mesmerism. Yet much deeper and far more realistic would be the explanation that beyond the melody
and romance of Faiz’s verse there exists a unique interpretation and elucidation of history. This is a history that today’s
generation has been deprived of by the pundits who wrote the details of Pakistan Studies. Much the pity that though
historians of the time had faithfully recorded names, dates and years, they conveniently glossed over the factual
sensitivity of events and decisions of those eras. What Faiz translates to the young of today is the sensitivity of past eras
and experiences…something akin to the finesse with which Saadat Hassan Manto recorded the traumas of the sub
continent’s partition in his famously celebrated short stories.
“Why,” asks educationist and erudite Faiz exponent Dr. Arifa Syeda, “would undergraduates at elitist English medium
institutions like the Lahore University of Management Sciences flock to courses offering Faiz as an optional study choice?
These are children for whom Urdu may as well be a foreign language and yet they thirst for what an intellectual like Faiz
has expressed through this medium. What fascinates me is that most of them have the vision to move beyond the
linguistics of mere melody. They are trying to fathom the nuances and cultural profile of his vocabulary which by the way
is not simple at all because Faiz has used metaphors within metaphors. His poetry is replete with the juxtaposition of
conceits and similes. For a teacher like me it is extremely heartening when a youngster comes up asking for a cultural
interpretation of Faiz. Yes, they are attracted by the content, but the young today have the finesse of mind to go beyond.
They come to Faiz because they are in search of the self respect that has been trampled into oblivion by the hypocrisy of
the day. They come looking for resolutions and to gain an intellect based understanding of life and its issues. Faiz’
subject was whatever was happening around him. He versified all he experienced, the bitterest of truths, the rampant
hypocrisy and the pain of contemporary issues with a finesse that connects flawlessly to contemporary sensitivity. All this
without a blemish on the beautiful culture and classicism of Urdu language.”
A man self- trained to keep his cool in even the most dismal and difficult of circumstances, today’s young take to him
because he provides them not mere solutions, but options in a troubled, terror struck world. Faiz grandson Dr. Ali
Madeeh Hashmi Consultant Psychiatrist and literary columnist believes that his popularity for the youth lies in the fact
that though “The essential tone of the message in Faiz’ poetry is softly militant, he never advises giving in to oppression
or terror but at the same time does not advise them to bow down before the forces of tyranny. His approach is always
firmly but lovingly resistant to all forms of coercion. In fact all his poetry is full of beautiful imagery and for the younger
generation this ancient and very wise tradition provides a clear message: raise your voice against injustice, terror,
oppression and tyranny but do not adopt anger or aggression as weapons, because doing so will make you the same as
those you are fighting. If one is not careful then it is always very easy for the terrorized to become the terrorizers.”
Faiz Sahib, teacher of critical and dialectical thinking, opened a lot of eyes, hearts and minds. Let us hope Generation
Next will eventually honour his legacy with real change, in Africa, in Pakistan, in Tunisia, in Egypt, in Yemen, in Syria
and….. Let them be at peace, because they carry the torch. Their mentor Faiz lived his life as so many would wish to, in
service to the causes of justice, peace, freedom. Let them then use his poetry to mobilise, to inspire others to action,
but ultimately also to bring joy.

FAIZ IN YORKSHIRE
Poet, Prisoner, Educationist, Journalist, Polemicist, Filmmaker
& one-time Officer in the British Army
By Nima Poovaya-Smith
Director, Alchemy
It was by any account an extraordinary three days in the cultural life of Yorkshire. Salima Hashmi was the
dazzling principal performer at three events focusing on the life and writings of her father - Faiz Ahmed Faiz.
Curated by Nima Poovaya-Smith of Alchemy and held on three consecutive days in three different venues in
Yorkshire, it explored three different facets of Faiz‟s work – freedom or, in his case, the lack of it, peace and
conflict and the role of the artist as activist.
The partnerships forged to make this ambitious programme possible were unusual in their own right. Thus
Alchemy worked closely with host organisations Opera North, Leeds; Harewood House (a stately home with a
cutting edge contemporary twist located between Leeds and Harrogate) and the National Media Museum,
Bradford. Alchemy also worked closely with the Faiz Centenary Committee as well as Ilkley Literature Festival.
Faiz in Yorkshire not only attracted a gratifyingly diverse audience in terms of age, culture and geographic
spread but also brought together different disciplines ranging from literature to film to the visual arts to music.
The format of each carefully choreographed event was similar although the content, location (and some of the
audiences) were entirely different. The events, more accurately described as performances rather than just
readings, had flair and stylishness coupled with the inimitable Faiz humaneness that comes through any event
associated with him. Salima recited her father‟s poetry in Urdu and English, read extracts of letters exchanged
between Faiz and his wife - Salima‟s mother Madam Alys and provided witty, moving, almost sotto voce,
asides. Salima‟s understated yet commanding performance had musical interventions by saxophonist David
Wilson and tabla player and percussionist Inder “Goldfinger” Matharu. The music had been specially
commissioned for Faiz in Yorkshire and was a creative collaboration between Salima, David and Inder that had
been developed over a period of time. The result can only be described as magical. No sooner had one
stopped wiping a surreptitious tear from one‟s eye at something incredibly moving that Salima had read from
her father‟s work, when the senses were flooded and seduced by the exquisite music. Members of the packed
audiences responded in the most complimentary manner possible. “Our only criticism is that it was all too
brief”.
At Opera North, in the elegant spaces of the Emerald Grand Hall, the setting and context were perfect. Faiz‟s
poetry will always be associated with music and this programme was also part of Opera North‟s programme
on Liberty. Even people new to Faiz‟s work understood the poetic congruity of this. Harewood House, with
its self-confident opulence made friendly by the warmth of its welcome struck a poignant note. The news of
the death of the legendary painter M.F. Husain had just been announced. A close friend of both the Earl of
Harewood as well as Salima, Husain‟s works are well represented in the Harewood Collection. It was fitting
that Salima dedicated the evening to Husain‟s memory. Perhaps Husain, with his own flair for drama, would
have enjoyed this alchemy. The fact that an evening dedicated to him by a dear friend was being performed in
the Gallery of another dear friend, in a room with ceiling paintings by Biagio Rebecca and with Renaissance
masterpieces including El Greco, Titian and Cima hanging on the walls would surely have delighted him. The
sleek modernism of the National Media Museum and its location in Bradford, created another distinctive
ambience. Again the location was fitting because Faiz had after all written the screenplay for Pakistan‟s first
film documentary and Salima herself had been a renowned television actress. It was noticeable that there were
a fair number of young South Asian women in the audience and that many other members present on the day,
were clearly very familiar with Faiz‟s poetry as they unselfconsciously accompanied Salima as she recited Faiz.
The precision, the succinctness, the very polished economy of Salima‟s performances as she delivered the quiet
thunder of Faiz‟s powerful verse, with the glorious, golden interventions of the music which managed to soar
and be subtle at the same time, created something which we all recognised as one of those transient but
perfect, life-changing moments. Something whose import and impact will only fully reveal itself in the fullness
of time.

“Mori Araj Suno”
By Ali Madeeh Hashmi

Kafir-e-ishqam musalmani mara darkaar neest
I am a kafir of love, the creed (of Muslims) I do not need

Amir Khusrau

Mere Paas Raho: Vidya Shah sings the works of the Legend Faiz. Times
Music, Mumbai

Salima Hashmi & Ali Hashmi sharing
a light moment with Vidya Shah

Ab'ul Hasan Yamin ud-Din Khusrow (1253-1325 CE) better known as Amir
Khusrow Dehlawi was an iconic figure in the cultural history of the Indian
subcontinent. Faiz Ahmad Faiz writes “Of the many great names that adorn the
pages of Muslim history of South Asia, the name of Hazrat Amir Khusrau ranks
among the greatest. Scholar and statesman, soldier and savant, courtier and
mystic, writer and musicologist, philosopher and wit, he combined in his person
the best of all accomplishments that contemporary society offered”.
Faiz goes on to describe Khusrow as „a humanist in the truest sense of the word,
equally opposed to the aristocratic ideals of nobility of birth and purity of blood
and the heartless fanaticism of bigoted priestocracy. He was equally at home in
the company of the highest in the land, kings and emperors and the most lowly
born, weavers and washer men, peasants and working women, and he wrote
and sang for them all‟.
Today, more than 25 years after his death and one hundred years since his birth
in a small village outside Sialkot, the same words can be offered for Faiz. His
Centenary is being celebrated with love and devotion all over the world from
Pakistan to the Middle East, Russia, Europe and North America. The celebrations
in India have been especially affectionate and have been whole heartedly
supported by the Ministry of Culture and various government and nongovernment groups. This is, of course, fitting. Faiz belonged to the generation
for whom the artificial „khoon ki lakeer‟ (the „line of blood‟) that is now the
border between India and Pakistan was just that, an arbitrary line drawn by a
faltering Empire against the wishes of a vast majority of people for whom it was
like a line drawn through their homes and their hearts. Faiz was born and grew
up in Sialkot, went to college at Lahore, got his first job in Amritsar, got married
in Srinagar travelled and lived all over North India before partition, had his first
child in Delhi and his second one in Shimla and wrote of Independence from the
British as „stained morning, a night bitten dawn‟. In his heart, the people of this
land had always been one and partition would never change that.
It is thus fitting that after the huge splash of Tina Sani‟s CD „Bahaar Ayee‟,
released on Faiz‟ Centenary celebrations in February in Lahore, the second
musical offering on Faiz‟s poetry should come from India. Faiz lovers have
reason to rejoice. Delhi based artist Vidya Shah in conjunction with Times Music,
India and Faiz Foundation and Faiz Ghar, Lahore (www.faizghar.net) has just
released „Mere Paas Raho‟ („Be near me‟), a collection of some of Faiz‟ poetry
set to music. The Amir Khusro inspired „Mori Araj Suno‟ is one of those
numbers.
Another is the much loved „Hum k thehray ajnabi‟ which Vidya has re-recorded,
wisely using the same tune made famous by Nayyara Noor 40 years ago. Other
tracks in the collection include „Paas Raho‟ (also popularized by Nayyara Noor),
the beautifully simple „geet‟ (song) „Gham na kar‟ („Do not grieve‟), the lyrical
„Yun sajaa chaand‟ („the moon, arrayed‟) and the ever popular „Duaa‟ („Prayer‟).
There are also some rare archival recordings of Faiz reciting some of his own
poems „Phir koi aaya‟ („Someone comes‟), „Raat yun dil main‟ („Last night‟) and
„Nisar main teri galiyon k‟ („Blessing be upon the soil of my land‟).
Faiz wrote extensively about culture and especially about how culture, including
music could address the concerns of ordinary people. In keeping with his view
that an artist is first and foremost a citizen of the society he or she lives in, it is
incumbent upon them to grapple with social realities rather than wallow solely
in the shallow pool of their own subjective experience. Vidya has taken the first
step in the footsteps of Faiz and even though she is treading a familiar path,
with her talent and dedication, she will no doubt forge new directions. There
are plans to release her CD in Pakistan in the near future. Faiz, and music,
lovers, stay tuned.
The writer is the grandson of Faiz Ahmed Faiz. He is a trustee of the Faiz Foundation, Lahore and
Faiz Ghar (www.faizghar.net). He can be reached at ahashmi39@gmail.com
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AN APPEAL
Dear Friends,

MEMORY CORNER

During a very productive and enjoyable
three day Urdu conference held to
th
celebrate Faiz Ahmad Faiz's 100 Birth
Anniversary, we had the great pleasure and
honor of meeting Ms. Moneeza Hashmi,
the younger daughter of Faiz Sahab, who
came from Lahore especially for this
occasion. She introduced the participants
to the formation of Faiz Foundation Trust
housed in a donated property now named
‘Faiz Ghar’ (www.Faizghar.net) which is
dedicated to fighting the onslaught of
reactionary forces and an erosion of the
values that were dear to the founder of the
nation, which has brought the country very
close to an abyss. The extremists and the
terrorists have guns and bullets and suicide
bombers but a change in the attitudes of
the people can nonetheless be brought
about slowly by propagation of the ideas of
peace, humanism, tolerance and love so
beautifully expressed in his poetry by Faiz.
This is a very worthwhile cause that
deserves our maximum support. Kindly
forward this appeal as a mail to your
friends and acquaintances so that it
becomes a chain letter. The Faiz
Foundation Trust has not achieved tax
exempt status as yet. However, you can
make contributions to THE CITIZENS
FOUNDATION USA and write Faiz
Foundation Trust in the memo section of
the check or you can go on line to
www.tcfusa.org and make the same
notation.
For friends of Faiz who are donating to TCF
USA, kindly also send an email to Moneeza
Hashmi (moneezahashmi@yahoo.co.uk) so
that she may be able to keep track that the
funds were properly credited to the Faiz
Foundation.
Thank you very much for your anticipated
support of this very worthwhile cause.
Sincerely,

Masood & Sanober Haider
We look forward to
your feedback &
suggestions.
Please write to us at:
Faizghar@gmail.com

Long Island NY-USA
We are looking for Faiz’s photographs for
our new section, “Memory Corner”.
If you have a rare photograph of Faiz you
would like to share, please email it to us
at: faizghar@gmail.com

Some memorable photographs of
Faiz Ahmad Faiz as the Chief Guest in
Sindh Medical College, Karachi 1984

